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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

NOV21 2238 -9 2251 2230 2230 DEC21 199,20 -2,15 203,20 198,60 199,95

JAN22 2172 -25 2221 2171 2177 MAR22 201,90 -2,15 205,95 201,40 202,70

MAR22 2123 -11 2154 2112 2128 MAY22 202,60 -2,20 206,45 202,15 203,45

MAY22 2098 -5 2119 2083 2100 JUL22 202,95 -2,40 207,10 202,65 204,00

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 2170, 2065, 2015 & 1915
Resistances: 2270-2280

New York ICE:

Supports: : 201,50, 190,75 & 188,75
Resistances: 211,50 & 222,25 - 225,50
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last high low

1,1682 1,16922 1,15822

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

Euro-zone M3 money supply growth slowed to 7.4% in the year to September from 7.9% previously and slightly below consensus forecasts. The Euro was

unable to make any headway today with a further test of support below 1.1600 against the dollar, although narrow ranges prevailed.

The prices for robusta coffee are fading in the Brazilian market in the second fortnight of October by around 8%. Agents consulted by Cepea have reported that

these devaluations are linked to the disinterest of purchasers and a higher number of sellers in the Brazilian spot market.

Differently from the market of robusta coffee, the prices for arabica are on the rise in Brazil this month, boosted by increases in the futures for this variety.

No changes in terms of weather conditions. Moderate to heavy rains developed in southern MG and eastern SP yesterday. Rains will favor the coffee area for the

next five days , especially southern MG and SP. . Light to moderate rains going forward.

Brazil’s central bank is poised to deliver its biggest interest rate hike in nearly two decades as plans for greater public spending risk jeopardizing efforts to bring
inflation down to target. Most economists agree on the need to step up an already aggressive monetary tightening campaign, but are divided over how dramatic

the increase will be.

Arabica harvesting in Son La, northern Vietnam, continous with 35% completed and fresh beans are expected to arrive Hai Phong seaport for export by second

half November.

Contrary, prolonged seasonal rains and lack of sun have delayed ripening of cherries and complicated initial harvesting in the Central Highlands for robustas, wich
quality could be consequently damaged.

Higher coffee prices would help growers compensate somehow higher fertilizer and gasoline prices which rallied 50% and 25% respectively year on year.

Nicaraguan exports declined 6.5% in 20/21 for the season ending 30th September. Shipments reached 2.365m bags vs. 2.529m bags a year earlier. Coffee

production slid 15% y/y amid lack of maintenance because of limited access to credit and the impact of hurricanes Eta and Iota.

Ethiopia - Logistical bottlenecks persist at all points of the supply chain. Container availability is a little better now though bookings still take a long time to

secure. The road and rail to Djibouti are both clear however there are delays on the roads coming in to Addis due to the high number of security checkpoints
which is delaying the arrival of coffee to the capital for processing. The harvest has started almost everywhere now and though no minimum prices have yet been

set by the government, cherry prices are around 15% higher than the opening prices at the start of last year’s harvest. Most washing stations are now open
except those areas of particular security concern.

In retail news it was announced that Tim Hortons had more than doubled its store count this year in China following a blistering expansion, hitting 300 stores.

The company has plans to grow stores in China by 800% by 2026.

Arabica certified stocks decreased by 1,409 bags to 1,888,044. Pending 52,067 bags. Total grading past Wednesday 8,869 bags. Passed 3,170 bags (35%).
Failed 5,699 bags (65%).

Food traders are switching from containers back to dry bulk vessels to transport refined sugar and rice, hoping to avoid shipping delays caused by container

shortages and port congestion. Coffee exporters are not considering a change away from containers yet, besides the difficulties, mostly due to concerns over
quality. They say containers, with proper lining, better preserve coffee characteristics such as smell and taste.
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